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a political

birthday gift

On September 19th, 2012 Tamera founder Dr Dieter Duhm will celebrate his 70th birthday.

T

o this very day his heart beats for the global revolution, for the development of a new Earth, for the end of
the war between the sexes, and for cooperation with all co-creatures. For more than 40 years he has been
working on basic ideas for building a post-capitalist society in which all aspects of life are based on trust.
In 1978, he outlined this idea in his book “Towards a New Culture”; the English and Portuguese translations have
been published this year. Since then he transferred his thoughts together with others into life, gradually realising
the desired culture in form of life models. Tamera and its international network have emerged from it. This path
was not always easy. For many years his books and projects were defamed and fought against, and he had to
continue his work without public recognition or support. In 2005 his fundamental work “The Sacred Matrix” was
published, in 2007 “Future without War”, in 2010 “Eros Unredeemed”.
Dr. Dieter Duhm
We want to honour this tireless pioneering work with a special birthday gift: We are inviting everyone to help
make his books and thoughts more known throughout the world. You can contribute by buying one or more of his books and handing them on
to friends, by recommending his books across your network, by publishing a quote, a chapter, a review on your website, by writing a review
on the internet or other media, by organising a public reading and book sale in your local library. These are just a few suggestions out of many
more possibilities.

We recommend to concentrate on his book “Towards a New Culture”. Recently the younger generation of international peace students in
Tamera has rediscovered this book. They study the new ideas with great enthusiasm and are convinced that this book should be made available to everyone who is searching for a new perspective. The book is available in German, English and Portuguese in all book stores and online
shops and also as free download (pdf) on the internet (towards-a-new-culture.org)
We ask for each action to take place on this specific day, so that together they become a common birthday gift. This action is part of a new
global strategy for the publication of Dieter Duhm’s books and writings. The Earth needs new, healing information. Thank you in advance for
taking part.
Best wishes,
Martin Winiecki, Peter Lewerenz, Ludwig Schramm, Johannes Ewig, Juliane Paul and Monika Berghoff
IGP • Institute for Global Peacework • Monte do Cerro • 7630-303 Colos • Portugal • igp@tamera.org • www.tamera.org
In October we (Verlag MEIGA) will be participating in the Frankfurt Book Fair (Hall 3.1, Stand A 155). Welcome!

When life wins, there will be no losers. Dieter Duhm

Eros Unredeemed
978-3-927266-13-1

Future Without War
978-3-927266-24-7

Towards a New Culture
978-3-927266-37-7

Sacred Matrix
978-3-927266-16-2

